AIDS 2018 Conference in Amsterdam, Netherlands

PROMETRA International Presence in Global Village

PROMETRA in partnership with Canadian Aboriginal AIDS Network (CAAN), International Coalition on AIDS and Development (ICAD), International Indigenous HIV/AIDS Community (IIHAC) and Maori, Indigenous and Southern Pacific HIV and AIDS FOUNDATION jointly hold 2 booths in the Global Village through the Conference. PROMETRA is represented by Dr. Sekagya Yahaya, the President of PROMETRA Uganda.

The booths have been very busy and visited by very many people. The individuals who have visited and given inspirational remarks at our Booth include; The Minister of Health of Canada, Ginette Petitpas Taylor, Dr. Peter Kgaphole, Head of Department of Health Limpopo Province POLOKWANE – South Africa, Commissioner and Chairperson, Legal Services and Conflict Resolution Committee of South Africa, Ms. Sheilla F Khama Mbele and the President of PROMETRA Kenya, Martha Njama
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Commissioner and Chairperson, Legal Services and Conflict Resolution Committee of South Africa, Ms. Sheilla F Khama Mbele (Lady in Centre)
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